Legal information
In accordance with the obligations set out in the Information Society and
Electronic Commerce Services (LSSICE) Law 34/2002 ALTA ALELLA SL
(ALTA ALELLA) indicates that the altaalella.wine domain is owned by ALTA
ALELLA, CIF B-66926684, located at Can Genís s/n 08391 Tiana (Barcelona) with the email address info@altaalella.wine.
ALTA ALELLA is registered at the Registre Mercantil de Barcelona, in
Volume 45737, Chapter 1, Page B-497353 inscripció 1ª.
ALTA ALELLA can not assume any responsibility for the incorrect,
inappropriate or illegal use of the information appearing on their website.
Within the limits established by law, ALTA ALELLA assumes no liability for
the lack of veracity, integrity, updating and accuracy of the data or
information contained in their website.
The contents and information of ALTA ALELLA's web pages are made by
professionals duly qualified for the exercise of their profession. However,
the contents and information do not bind the corporation constitute
opinions or advice of any kind, as it is merely a service offered for information and communication. The websites of ALTA ALELLA may contain links
to other third party websites. Therefore, it can not take responsibility for
the content that may appear on those pages. The text, images, sounds,
software and other content included in this website are the exclusive
property of ALTA ALELLA or its licensors. Any transmission, distribution,
reproduction, storage or total or partial public communication must have
the consent of ALTA ALELLA.
Similarly the company reserves the right to withdraw access to the
Website, without notice, to anyone who contravenes the provisions of this
notice.

Protection of personal data
Under the Protection of Personal Data Law 15/1999 of 13 December, we
inform you that any personal data in correspondence to us may be are
incorporated into a database under the responsibility of ALTA ALELLA,
CIF: B-66926684. The purpose of this file is to manage the business
relationship and inform you of our services. This information will not be
shared with third parties.
Nonetheless, to access some of the services ALTA ALELLA offers
through the website you must provide some personal data. In compliance
with Protection of Personal Data Law 15/1999 of December 13, we inform
you that by filling in the form, your personal data will be stored and
processed in ALTA ALELLA's files for the purpose of providing and offering
our services and to inform you of improvements to the site.
If you wish to exercise your rights of access, rectification, cancellation or
opposition, please contact us at : Camí Baix de Tiana s / n, 08328 Alella
(Barcelona), or send an email to info@altaalella.wine.

Intellectual property
This website is owned ALTA ALELLA. The Intellectual Property rights and
rights of use and reproduction of this website, its pages, screens, the
information they contain, their appearance and design, as well as links
("hyperlinks") established from it to other websites or any subsidiary and
dependent organism, are the exclusive property of ALTA ALELLA, unless
expressly specified otherwise.
Any names, designs and/or logos, and any product or service offered and
reflected on this website are registered trademarks ALTA ALELLA, by its
subsidiaries or by others.
Any misuse of the same by people other than its rightful owners without
the consent of the latter can be denounced and pursued by all legal means
in the Spanish and/or European legal system.
The intellectual property rights and brands of third parties are conveniently highlighted and must be respected by all who visit this site, ALTA
ALELLA is not responsible for the behaviour of the USER in this regard in
their sole liability.

The contents of this website may only be downloaded, copied or printed
for personal and private use. Reproduction, transmission, modification or
deletion of the information, content or warnings from this site are forbidden without the prior written consent of ALTA ALELLA.

Applicable law and jurisdiction
These general conditions are governed by Spanish law and are subject to
Spanish Courts to hear any questions arising concerning the interpretation, application and enforcement of the same. The user, by virtue of their
acceptance of the conditions contained in this legal warning, expressly
waive any privileges that may be applicable, pursuant to the Civil Procedure Act.

Cookies
We report that for the correct functioning of the altaalella.wine website,
the navigation system uses Cookies to offer a more appropriate service to
users of the website. Cookies are small text files stored by the browser
when browsing websites and applications. They can pick up the IP address
that your computer uses to connect to the website, the URL of the website
you want, the time of connection and other parameters regarding the
operating system of the user's computing environment. This information is
only collected to identify the session to facilitate the analysis of the
website.
ALTA ALELLA use proprietary and third-party cookies on their website;
Proprietary cookies belong to the operation of the online store http://www.altaalella.wine/shop; third-party cookies are from Google Analytics, a
web statistics service offered by Google, Inc.. Google Analytics collects
information about the user's computer for reports on the activity of the
application; stores the information collected by "cookies" on servers in the
United States.
In any case, assuming that personal data is collected and in this case only
the IP address of access; be informed that they will be treated and stored
in a file under the responsibility of ALTA ALELLA. In accordance with the
provisions in Articles 15 and 16 of the Protection of Personal Data Law
15/1999 of December 13, we inform you that you can exercise your rights of
access, rectification, cancellation and opposition by writing to: Camí Baix
de Tiana s/n, 08328 Alella (Barcelona).
Google may also transfer this information to third parties where required to
do so by law, or where such third parties process the information on
Google's behalf. Google will not associate your IP address with any other
user's data held, and therefore will do so in fully anonymised form.
To reject or delete this cookie please consult the following address:
http://www.google.com/intl/en-GB/policies/privacy/
In any case, the user can configure their browser to prohibit the installation
of cookies; in no case can ALTA ALELLA be responsible if disabling
cookies means that some of the services offered by this website do not
work properly.
If you would like more information about cookies and how to disable them
according to your browser you can check the following link:
http://www.aboutcookies.org/Default.aspx?page=1
Otherwise, having been informed of ALTA ALELLA's use of cookies and
without having disabled them implies that the user consents to the
treatment of data by Google in the manner provided in this notice for the
purposes described herein.
In case of any questions or comments, please contact ALTA ALELLA
through their public contact pages.
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